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Abstract
Coatings of graphene oxide over two substrates of glass-fibre and polystyrene were obtained by electrophoretic deposition (EPD). A chemical reduction of graphene oxide by exposure to hydrazine hydrate at 100 °C significantly changes the interface interaction with the substrate as well as the tribology. Spectroscopic techniques like Fourier transform infrared, Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction showed that the treatment with hydrazine replaces oxygen functional groups and also induces roughness, a structural disorder and decreases the interlayer separation in the transition from graphene oxide (GO) to reduced graphene oxide (rGO). Treatment with hydrazine reduces adhesion and friction force against diamond like carbon coated Si probe (DLC AFM) at the basal plain of the coatings. Investigation at the edges revealed that the presence of oxygenic functional groups leads to higher shear strength with glass-fibre and polystyrene which reduces after treatment with hydrazine.

1. Introduction
Graphene oxide (GO) is a layered material constituted by graphene sheets functionalized with epoxy and hydroxyl groups [1,2]. The presence of oxygen functional groups makes GO highly dispersible in polar media such as aqueous solutions [3]. This feature of GO is important for the preparation of nanocomposites and superior if compared with CNT, graphene and metallic oxide nanomaterials, since these have a tendency to agglomerate during the synthesis process [3–7]. GO has an amphiphilic character that gives rise to extensive interactions with the polymers. It has been stated that the edge polar groups especially carboxyl of GO might form a chemical bond with the polar polymers, such as hydrogen bonds, while the basal plain groups like phenol hydroxyl and peroxide groups consists of a network of hydrophobic polyaromatic island of unoxidized benzene rings [8] that may induce some physical interlinking such as C–H, π–π, etc [9].

Modification of functional groups can tune the surface interactions of GO, useful in a wide range of applications that include sensing and self-healing [10–12]. Numerous results have been reported which prove the possibility to tune the interface adhesion between GO and the substrates both with chemical and physical treatments. For instance, pre-treated polyethylene terephthalate (PET) showed prominent adherence to GO film through electrostatic adhesion [1]. Addition of multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) and GO can reduce the wear rate by 40% which significantly enhance tribological performances as compared to the MWCNT/epoxy composites. It was observed that GO enhances the MWCNT-epoxy adhesion/interlocking and the glass transition temperature of the composite [13]. GO sheets decorated with nano diamond crystals effectively hindered the aggregation of GO and played a vital role to enhance fracture toughness through crack pinning mechanism in the epoxy polymer matrix composite [14]. Chen et al. [15] modified GO substrate through amino groups to produce covalent bonds between GO and glass-fibre (GF) which enhanced strength and toughness between GF and polymer matrix. Inclusion of GO as an interphase in epoxy/glass composites results in an improved load-transfer between the matrix and the fiber [16].
The investigation of GO-substrate interfacial interaction is advantageous to evaluate interfacial adhesion between graphene-based fillers, fibers, and polymer matrix [17]. In fact, the mechanical performances of structural composites markedly depend on the way the load is transferred from the matrix to the load-bearing reinforcements [16,18,19], especially with the involvement of shear stresses [20]. Several reports revealed that functionalized GO can provide a mechanical reinforcement in polymer composites higher than graphene [21,22]. Well dispersed GO sheets effectively modify the surface energy and can improve the wettability between fiber and matrix to inhibit crack propagation in the final composite [23]. Good interfacial interaction is essential to ensure efficient load transfer from polymer matrix to the fillers, which helps to reduce stress concentration and improve overall mechanical properties [24]. The GF/epoxy composite display strong hydrogen bonds between GO and GF/epoxy [24]. The polar groups in GO are helpful in enhancing the interfacial adhesion by establishing physical-chemical bonding [7]. Feng et al. [25] found that GO sheets functionalized with polystyrene (PS) chains are able to play a positive effect on the thermal and mechanical properties of the PS related composite. Similarly, the strong interfacial interaction between GO and poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) yields ductile and tougher composites than the pristine PMMA [22].

Several studies indicate that the interaction between GO and substrate is a critical parameter to govern the mechanics of load transfer in polymer composites as well as for the stability of coatings [26]. In this scenario, shear strength (τ) measurement is one of the viable options for the assessment of interfacial adhesion between film and substrate. It is a measurement of the resistance against shear loading of the coating-substrate interface (adhesive strength) or the strength of the coating itself (cohesive strength) [27]. Despite its significance, experimental measurements of the shear strength for GO over polymer substrates have rarely been reported. One of the prime reasons for their scarcity is the interfacial behaviour of GO which is intricately associated with a variety of functional groups and the presence of topological defects [28]. The variation in functional groups diverges the shear response that leads to a wide range of friction characteristics [29], therefore τ depends on the material chemistry and functional structure which determines the physical properties.

In the present work, GO coatings were deposited over polystyrene and glass fibers substrates. After chemical reduction by hydrazine...

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the preparation of GO/GF and GO/PS through electrophoretic deposition. The deposition was carried out over cylindrical shape GF nearly 16 μm diameter and flat PS surface. In the subsequent stage, treatment with hydrazine at 100 °C was performed for 24 h.

Fig. 2. (a, b) FESEM micrograph of GO on glass-fibre and (b) over polystyrene surface. (c, d) AFM topographic images of the partly covered region of GO over GF and PS respectively. The deposition of GO flakes was significantly influenced by the cylindrical geometry of the glass fibre and flat polystyrene surface showing corresponding curvature and roughness.

The investigation of GO-substrate interfacial interaction is advantageous to evaluate interfacial adhesion between graphene-based fillers, fibers, and polymer matrix [17]. In fact, the mechanical performances of structural composites markedly depend on the way the load is transferred from the matrix to the load-bearing reinforcements [16,18,19], especially with the involvement of shear stresses [20]. Several reports revealed that functionalized GO can provide a mechanical reinforcement in polymer composites higher than graphene [21,22]. Well dispersed GO sheets effectively modify the surface energy and can improve the wettability between fiber and matrix to inhibit crack propagation in the final composite [23]. Good interfacial interaction is essential to ensure efficient load transfer from polymer matrix to the fillers, which helps to reduce stress concentration and improve overall mechanical properties [24]. The GF/epoxy composite display strong hydrogen bonds between GO and GF/epoxy [24]. The polar groups in GO are helpful in enhancing the interfacial adhesion by establishing physical-chemical bonding [7]. Feng et al. [25] found that GO sheets functionalized with polystyrene (PS) chains are able to play a positive effect on the thermal and mechanical properties of the PS related composite. Similarly, the strong interfacial interaction between GO and poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) yields ductile and tougher composites than the pristine PMMA [22].

Several studies indicate that the interaction between GO and substrate is a critical parameter to govern the mechanics of load transfer in polymer composites as well as for the stability of coatings [26]. In this scenario, shear strength (τ) measurement is one of the viable options for the assessment of interfacial adhesion between film and substrate. It is a measurement of the resistance against shear loading of the coating-substrate interface (adhesive strength) or the strength of the coating itself (cohesive strength) [27]. Despite its significance, experimental measurements of the shear strength for GO over polymer substrates have rarely been reported. One of the prime reasons for their scarcity is the interfacial behaviour of GO which is intricately associated with a variety of functional groups and the presence of topological defects [28]. The variation in functional groups diverges the shear response that leads to a wide range of friction characteristics [29], therefore τ depends on the material chemistry and functional structure which determines the physical properties.

In the present work, GO coatings were deposited over polystyrene and glass fibers substrates. After chemical reduction by hydrazine...
hydrate they were referred as reduced graphene oxide. The impact of oxygen functional groups and their modification after reduction was analysed through spectroscopic and crystallographic techniques. Adhesion forces and friction response between GO and rGO against AFM (atomic force microscopy) tip was investigated and the shear strength ($\tau$) of GO or rGO coating over GF and PS were evaluated. This aim was reached through tribological studies by atomic force microscopy. The chemical modification significantly changes tribological characteristics of the coated sheets and allows to probe elastic/plastic response of thin films behaviour under compressive and shear stresses.

Fig. 3. (a) FTIR of GO and rGO is showing alteration in the functional group after reduction through hydrazine hydrate. (b) XPS spectra of carbon C1s and N 1s for GO and rGO showing elimination of oxygenic groups in rGO. (c) Raman spectra of GO and rGO in range 1100–1650 cm$^{-1}$ of Raman shift showing the presence of D and G peaks. (d) XRD spectra of GO and rGO depicts the generation of the peak for 20 at 10.3° and 25.05° respectively.

Table 1
XPS spectrum data of GO and rGO samples "C(1s)”, “O(1s)” and “N(1s)” (wt%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample/(Cl)</th>
<th>C-C/C-H</th>
<th>C-OH</th>
<th>C-O-C</th>
<th>OH-C=O</th>
<th>$\pi$-$\pi^*$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rGO</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample/(O1)</th>
<th>C=O/C-N</th>
<th>N-H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rGO</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. A proposed reaction pathway for epoxide reduction through hydrazine [41].
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Synthesis and coating of graphene oxide over glass-fibre and polystyrene

Graphene oxide was synthesized by following the Hummer’s method with slight modification [30]. Briefly, graphite powder (1 g) was added to H₂SO₄ (46 ml) in an ice-cooled bath. This was followed by adding NaNO₃ (1 g) and stirring for 15 min. Then KMnO₄ (6 g) was slowly added into the mixture to avoid a spontaneous exothermic reaction. The mixture was then stirred for at least 24 h at 35 °C. Finally, an excess of distilled water was added to the above mixture while the temperature was kept at 80 °C. At the end, 30% H₂O₂ was added to the mixture to stop the reaction. The resulting suspension was thoroughly washed using HCl solution and distilled water to remove Mn ions and acid respectively. The obtained brown colour solution was dried in vacuum oven at 50 °C for at least 36 h.

The deposition of GO oxide on GF and PS was performed using the EPD technique as reported elsewhere [16]. In short, a uniform dispersion of GO (1 mg/ml) was obtained by adding GO in deionized water and sonicating it for at least 30 min. This dispersion was used as a bath in which two copper plates were inserted as electrodes. The target to be coated (GF or PS) was placed in front of the anode in such a way that a distance of 2 cm was maintained between the electrode and the target. An applied voltage of 20 V was applied between the electrodes that resulted in the migration of negatively charged GO nanoparticles towards the anode and hence depositing on the target substrate. The deposition was carried out for 5 min. The coated substrates were dried in vacuum at 50 °C for at least 12 h.

For the production of rGO coating on the substrates, the same procedure mentioned above was followed by exposing the coated substrates to hydrazine hydrate for 24 h at 100 °C.

2.2. Synthesis and coating of graphene oxide over polystyrene through spin coating technique

5 wt% solution of polystyrene (Mₙ ~ 192 kDa, Sigma-Aldrich) in 10 ml of N, N dimethylformamide-DMF (Biosyn > 99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared and stirred at 50 °C for 2 h. A thin polymer film produced from 10 μl of the resulting polymeric solution deposited on a square silicon wafer with native oxide, having a size of ∼ 2×2 cm².

The spin coater (Laurell WS-650) was kept at 500 rpm for 60 s, parameters chosen according to the studies of Hall et al. [31]. In the sequential stage, a solution of 0.2 mg/ml of graphene oxide (few layers of GO flakes, Sigma-Aldrich) in DMF was prepared. The mixture was sonicated by probe sonicator (Hielscher UP400S - H3 sonotrode) to achieve a stable and uniform solution and then centrifuged (Eppendorf, 5417 R) at 14000 rpm for 3 min [32]. The upper layer of supernatant liquid was separated to isolate higher thinner flakes from aggregates and the precipitate. 5 μl of the supernatant were deposited over the PS thin film at 2000 rpm for 60 s to obtain a coating composed of GO. Then, a hybrid system is produced in which PS is sandwich between the silicon wafer and GO. Finally, the sample was heated at 90 °C (Membrex vacuum oven) for 1.5 h under a pressure of 100 mbar to remove the solvent residuals.

2.3. Characterization techniques

The morphology of coated GO over GF was observed using field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) using a Zeiss SUPRA...
40 microscope. For this, approximately 5 nm thick platinum/palladium (80:20) coating was applied prior to the microscopic observation. Thickness (z-direction) and roughness of coated GO were measured by AFM with an NT-MDT solver P47h device operated in intermittent contact mode (tapping mode).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were performed using a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD instrument equipped with a hemispherical analyser and a monochromatic Al Kα (1486.6 eV) X-ray source. The emission angle between the axis of the analyser and the sample surface was 90°. For each sample O 1s, C 1s, and N 1s core lines were collected. The quantification reported as a relative elemental percentage was performed using the integrated area of the fitted core lines, after Shirley background subtraction and correcting for the instrument sensitivity factors.

The oxidation level and crystallinity of prepared GO and rGO was evaluated using X-ray diffraction technique by a Rigaku III D-max diffractometer (monochromatic radiation Cu-Kα line with λ = 1.54056 Å). Measurements were carried out in the 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.04°.

Raman spectroscopy (Horiba, Jobin-Yvon spectrometer model: Labram, 632.8 nm wavelength, spot diameter ~ 4 μm) was utilised to measure Raman shift (cm\(^{-1}\)) of the samples GO and rGO which was carried out in the range of 1000–3000 cm\(^{-1}\).

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra was carried out at the instrument (model: A Nikolet Avatar 330) with a 4 cm\(^{-1}\) resolution. The samples of GO or rGO was mixed individually with potassium bromide (KBr) powder to form a homogeneous mixture and thin disc for analysis was prepared in a compression mold at 10 bar pressure.

Friction force microscopy (FFM) was conducted in contact mode using diamond-like-carbon coated cantilever tip apex (model: DCP01_NTMDT). The measurement was started with an evaluation of the tip radii over silicon test grating “TGT1 from NT-MDT”. The line profile of a randomly chosen protrusion (see supplementary, S2) reveals the tip apex radii and its height. The radii of tip apex obtained after deconvolution [33] of line profile given at panel 3 (b) measured ≈ 51 ± 7 nm. The pre-imaging of tip apex using grating before friction measurement is necessary to verify the presence of attached debris after measurement. The calibration of cantilevers used for normal (K\(_N\)) and torsional (K\(_T\)) force constant was carried out through Sader’s method [34,35]. Three cantilevers have been used for the measurement with average value of K\(_N\) and K\(_T\) are ≈ 6.03 ± 2 N/m and K\(_T\) ≈ (8.25 ± 1) × 10\(^{-8}\) N/m respectively.

Friction force and adhesion measurements were carried out on the basal plane of GO/GF, rGO/GF, GO/PS and rGO/PS. The edge of the coatings (GO and rGO) over their corresponding substrate were specifically chosen to measure the shear strength of the coating against (GF and PS). The choice of diamond-like-carbon coated tip for probing is appropriate for tribological operations due to its high stiffness, strength, low chemical reactivity and low adhesion and friction coefficient [36,37]. We did not observe any wear in the tip apex during tribological operations. The delamination of GO was performed in friction mode under the minimal value of the Gain associated with feedback look. Otherwise, the cantilever will follow the topography of GO instead of plowing.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Morphology and chemical characterization

The steps involved in the preparation of GO/GF and GO/PS is showed in a schematic diagram in Fig. 1. The EPD procedure is implemented to coat cylindrically shaped GF of approximate diameter of 16 μm and over flat PS. Prepared coatings were exposed to hydrazine hydrate at 100 °C for 24 h. The comprehensive methodology is
described in “Method” section. The morphology and distribution of produced GO sheets from EPD procedures are shown in Fig. 2 by FESEM (a, b) and AFM (c, d). GO sheets are wrinkled around cylindrical GF during EPD procedure which leads to the GO film roughness (root mean square, \( \text{rms} = 6.3 \, \text{nm} \)) and thickness (35 ± 9 nm). Over flat PS surface, GO sheets are thinner (15 ± 3 nm) and possess roughness (\( \text{rms} = 0.48 \, \text{nm} \)) which is lower by one order of magnitude than in the previous case. The roughness of GO on both surfaces is associated with its heterogeneity due to the presence of functional groups at the edges and basal plain, interfacial adhesion with substrates and the interlayer interactions [38]. We observed a chemical reduction of GO sheets through hydrazine hydrate that increases the nanoscale roughness of the topmost layer of GO/PS (rGO/PS, \( \text{rms} = 0.77 \, \text{nm} \)) while minor alteration appeared for the rGO/GF, \( \text{rms} = 1.53 \, \text{nm} \). It is due to the smoother surface of GO over PS; the impact of hydrazine hydrate is relatively evident (Supplementary S5, S6).

The functional groups at GO and rGO were characterized with different spectroscopic and crystallographic techniques. The qualitative signature of attached functional groups has been investigated through FTIR spectroscopy shown in Fig. 3(a). Reduction through hydrazine hydrate results in a intensification of the peak at 2920 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponding to symmetric stretching in -CH\(_3\) and -CH\(_2\)- groups [39]. The transmittance peak of the epoxy group is around 1095 cm\(^{-1}\) that correspond to C-O stretching and epoxy vibrations at 1050 cm\(^{-1}\) [40] which has been decreased for rGO. It shows that peak intensities of the oxygenic groups are suppressed after treatment with hydrazine hydrate with the introduction of N components. The incorporation of nitrogen group through hydrazine proposed by Stankovich et al. [41] on the epoxy group is described in Fig. 4. The treatment with hydrazine can cause the ring opening on the epoxy groups and replacement of oxygen by nitrogen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Normal force</th>
<th>Pressure (P)</th>
<th>Shear strain (( \gamma ))</th>
<th>( F_F - F_{sub} ) (EDiss)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>( \text{N/m}^2 )</td>
<td>radian</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO/GF</td>
<td>3.980E-07</td>
<td>1.94E+07</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.05E-07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rGO/GF</td>
<td>7.41048E-08</td>
<td>3.69E+06</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.4E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO/PS</td>
<td>3.72579E-08</td>
<td>1.85E+06</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3.2E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rGO/PS</td>
<td>4.21904E-08</td>
<td>2.10E+06</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.2E-09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Friction force (\( F_F \)) profile for GO/GF, rGO/GF, GO/PS and rGO/PS at critical applied normal force. The vertical black line separates friction profile over the substrate and their corresponding coatings.

Fig. 8. Distribution of shear strength (\( \tau \)) of GO and rGO oxide over GF and PS surface.
XPS spectra carried out in the wide range (0–1300 eV) that includes C 1 S, O1S and N 1s are given in supplementary information, S1. The high-resolution of the corresponding peaks are given in Fig. 3 (b). The C 1s core level spectrum is showing three major features due to the chemical bonding of the oxygen to carbon as indicated by C-O (hydroxyl and epoxy groups), C=O peaks (carbonyl group) at 286.5 eV [42] and 288.2 eV respectively and C-C bond at 284.5 eV binding energy [43]. rGO is showing a significant reduction in oxygenic groups while incrementing in C-C bond, Table 1. Inset, N 1s core level increases up to 7 times after treatment with hydrazine treatment. Spectro C 1s at a binding energy of 532.3 eV is attributed to oxygen bound to carbon, either as C-O-C in epoxy or C-OH in the hydroxyl group [44] are reduced from 34.2% to 4.3%. Our results reveal the majority of the oxygenic functional groups are replaced and sp²-hybridized carbon is converted to sp³-hybridized carbon. The higher content of oxygen in carbon compound formed through epoxide and hydroxyl groups or by water intercalation in the interlayer space indicate higher binding energy and consequently higher shear retardant property [29]. The coalescing of the functional group into larger agglomerates connects adjacent GO layers via hydrogen bond network and serves as a primary stiffening agent in the shear response of the GO film. It might explain higher friction signals near edge regions in our friction map, see Fig. 6 in the subsequent section.

Raman spectrum of GO was found to be significantly transformed after the reduction, Fig. 3(c). In the spectra of GO and rGO, two fundamental vibrational peaks are observed at 1331 cm⁻¹, 1597 cm⁻¹ corresponding to D and G peaks respectively. The G peak corresponds to vibration of sp²-hybridized carbon and D peak is due to a structural disorder associated with vacancies and grain boundaries on graphitic surface [45,46]. The ratio I_D/I_G for GO and rGO is 1.1 and 1.6 respectively signifying higher disorder structure due to the replacement of oxygen during reduction procedure through hydrazine hydrate treatement. Increasing the intensity of D peak due to sp² carbon cluster indicate the presence of isolated graphene domain in rGO in comparison to GO [47].

XRD spectra of GO at Fig. 3 (d) exhibit basal reflection peak (002) at 20 = 10.03 (c.a. d spacing = 0.88 nm). The increase in d spacing due to the intercalation of water molecules and the formation of oxygen containing functional groups [48]. rGO has a broad peak centered at 20 = 25.05° represent a decrease in d spacing up to 0.36 nm indicate removal of functional group and re-stacking of carbon layers [47]. The stack spacing impacts the strength of the bond between the layers and affects the stiffness and strength of a layered structure [29]. It indicates that chemical reductions with hydrazine hydrate not only a removal of functional group and re-stacking of carbon layers [47]. The surface but also in pull-out cantilever during tip sliding and adhesion force was measured through 3.2. Adhesion and friction force measurement

The friction measurement was carried out by the torsion of the AFM cantilever during tip sliding and adhesion force was measured through pull-off force measurement. The presence of oxygen functional groups in GO increases the adhesion force with respect to rGO, Fig. 5(a). It is measured as 25 ± 2 nN for GO and 13 ± 1 nN for rGO. Load dependent friction shows significant differences in friction between GO and rGO surfaces for both GF and PS substrates. For example, at a fixed normal force of 130 nN GF surface showed shear forces of 28.2 ± 0.3 nN and 18.8 ± 1 nN for GO and rGO respectively; similarly on PS such shear forces were of 29 ± 0.5 nN and 25.2 ± 1 nN for GO and rGO respectively. Several reports revealed that chemical modifications of graphene over a substrate significantly changes their tribological characteristics and mechanical properties [14,49]. The friction force on GO surface is up to 8 times larger than graphene, 3 times for hydrogenated graphene [50] and nearly 6 times for fluorinated graphene [51]. Density functional theory calculations showed GO has a larger energy corrugation and shear strength than graphene [50]. The higher value of adhesion forces and higher shear strength due to attached oxygenic functional groups [52] causes larger friction force values of GO surfaces. It is expected that the presence of epoxide and hydroxyl groups attained through interlayer hydrogen bond, leads to dissipation and hence gives rise to the friction [29]. Nevertheless, controlled reduction of GO or substituting functional groups can be tuned to a certain level. The coefficient of friction (COF) between DLC tip and GO, rGO measured through linear fits are obtained in ranges 0.037 to 0.067 and 0.026 to 0.02 respectively for different cantilevers (from Fig. 5, Figs. S4e and SS). The values are close to those reported for macroscale friction coefficient (0.05) between steel ball (ball-on-plate tester, radius = 1.5 mm) and 50 nm thick GO. The absolute values of friction and adhesion forces vary with tribo-chemistry between the interfaces. Nevertheless, it is commonly observed for carbon compound that higher contents of the oxygenic group (i.e. lower C/O ratio) increase the friction and adhesion forces [53] while its annihilation leads to lower friction force [50], [43].

The friction force at the edges of coatings are higher than in their basal plain regions due to the presence of structural defects [54], attached functional groups [55] and thickness of vicinal carbon atoms at the edges (see S3). It causes higher density of functional groups simultaneously exposed to sliding probe which leads to higher friction force responsible for the vulnerability of the coat. The increment of normal force coupled with shear forces leads to frequent wear and delamination of the edge regions [56]. We observed mechanical deformation of edges of GO over PS and GF surfaces under applied normal forces, Fig. 6. The significant shear displacement of GO along the scanned region suggests a predominant adhesive failure in applied load range. The values of normal force applied to initiate wear at the edges over GO/PS are 37, 74 and 111 nN respectively, Fig. 6 (a–d, further higher values of normal force are given in supplementary information, S4, a-d) and over GO/GF are 398, 441 and 500 nN respectively, Fig. 6(e–h). For the lower normal loads (37 nN), the friction force is similar for both PS and GO coat. Edges are the regions of higher values of friction force, which makes edges more fragile than basal plain. On the contrary GF has lower friction force than GO surface and initiation of wear achieved at normal force is one order of magnitude higher than GO/PS system. These results evidence a stronger interfacial adhesion between GO-GF than GO-PS. However, friction force decreases significantly after hydrazine treatment of GO for both substrates, Fig. 7. The applied normal force also drop to 74 nN for rGO/GF and 42 nN for rGO/PS for the annihilation of the rGO sheets (supplementary, SS).

Fig. 7 shows friction profiles as a function of displacement by cantilever at critical normal force beyond which permanent deformation has occurred perpendicular to the scan direction. The friction profile illustrates friction characteristics between substrates (GF and PS, separated by a vertical black line) and the coats (GO and rGO). For GO/GF system, the friction force is recorded lower at the substrates (GF) than at the coatings (GO). This condition favors the delamination of the GO and rGO sheets rather than producing a significant wear at the substrate [57]. In GO/PS system, both substrate and coat show comparable friction forces (0.7 nN for GO and 0.8 nN for PS) at lower values of normal force (see Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 54e) but wear has been observed over PS (Fig. S5 g, e, phase contrast) along with removal of GO and rGO. We used friction profile at the edge region as useful sites to interpret shear strength of the coating under critical normal force, Table 2.

The area under the profile of friction force-displacement plot (Fig. 7) is associated with the total energy dissipated (E_{loss}). Friction force at the plowed region can be de-convoluted into interfacial and plowing components. Friction force (F_r) comprises contribution from the substrates (F_{sub}) and interfacial adhesion between sheets and substrates (GF and PS) (F_{SS}), namely:

\[ F_r = F_{IF} + F_{sub} \]  

(1)

\[ F_r - F_{sub} \] remove the contribution from substrates and contains only
interlayer and interfacial adhesion used to measure the shear strength. The measured F_r = F_\text{Eloc} and the delaminated length is used to evaluate the energy dissipated per unit area (2Γ). The relation between shear strength \( \tau \) and \( F_{\text{Eloc}} \) is derived by Pugno et al. [58] as follows:

\[
\Gamma = F_{\text{Eloc}} \frac{A}{2} \frac{(1 + P)\mu h}{G_c}
\]

(2)

where \( A \) is the area of delamination, \( G_c \) is the shear modulus of the interface, \( P \) is the pressure applied and \( h \) is the thickness of GO coat. The scratch length (l) is measured as 1 μm and the width was 102 nm for all measurements. Assuming the condition of zero applied pressure (i.e. \( P = 0 \)) in equation (2), shear modulus is calculated as follows:

\[
\frac{2F_{\text{Eloc}}}{l h b} = \tau \gamma
\]

(3)

where \( \gamma \) is the ultimate shear strain and correlates to shear modulus \( G_c \) and shear strength of the interface. It is estimated as \( \gamma = \arctan \left( \frac{\tau}{\gamma} \right) \) (Table 2); here \( \gamma \) is the elastic shear displacement measured from friction profile just before critical condition as described by Hunley and coworkers [59]. Initially, from equation (3), shear modulus at zero applied pressure is calculated. Substituting this value of \( G_c \) in equation (2) at applied pressure reported in Table 2 leads shear strength as reported in Fig. 8. The standard deviation is associated with variation of thickness of delaminated GO. The detailed calculation is expressed in our previous work [26]. Our results include dissociation of interlayer interaction as well as interfacial adhesion, therefore, \( \tau \) is higher than interfacial shear stress (ISS) 5.3 ± 3.2 MPa for GO [28]. We repeated the same procedure for GO and rGO produced from spin coating technique over PS surface shows similar values of shear strength (S6).

4. Conclusion

GO and rGO through hydrated hydrazine were investigated over GF and PS surfaces. The morphological and chemical characterization revealed a significant impact of chemical reduction. The roughness of the coating was found to increase after hydrazine treatment especially on GO/PS due to the involvement of additional hydrazine groups. A substantial amount of oxygenic functional groups of graphene oxide were replaced by hydrazine and resulted in a small quantity of O and N atoms. The interlayer separation has been reduced from 0.88 nm to 0.35 nm indicating removal of intercalated functional groups and replacement of oxygen during chemical reduction. The adhesion force measured through pull-off force is found nearly half than for rGO. It significantly affects the frictional response against AFM tip in which COF was reduced from 0.6 to 0.3 for GO/PS due to the involvement of additional hydrazine groups. A substantial amount of oxygenic functional groups of graphene oxide were replaced by hydrazine and resulted in a small quantity of O and N atoms. The interlayer separation has been reduced from 0.88 nm to 0.35 nm indicating removal of intercalated functional groups and stacking of carbon layers. Raman spectra showed an increase in ID/IG (GO/PS due to the involvement of additional hydrazine groups. A substantial amount of oxygenic functional groups of graphene oxide were replaced by hydrazine and resulted in a small quantity of O and N atoms. The interlayer separation has been reduced from 0.88 nm to 0.35 nm indicating removal of intercalated functional groups and stacking of carbon layers. Raman spectra showed an increase in ID/IG
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